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Fibroblast growth factor (FGF) has been proposed to be involved in the specification and patterning of the developing
vertebrate nervous system. There is conflicting evidence, however, concerning the requirement for FGF signaling in these
processes. To provide insight into the signaling mechanisms that are important for neural induction and anterior–posterior
neural patterning, we have employed the dominant negative Ras mutant, N17Ras, in addition to a truncated FGF receptor
XFD). Both N17Ras and XFD, when expressed in Xenopus laevis animal cap ectoderm, inhibit the ability of FGF to generate
eural pattern. They also block induction of posterior neural tissue by XBF2 and XMeis3. However, neither XFD nor N17Ras
nhibits noggin, neurogenin, or XBF2 induction of anterior neural markers. MAP kinase activation has been proposed to be
necessary for neural induction, yet N17Ras inhibits the phosphorylation of MAP kinase that usually follows explantation
of explants. In whole embryos, Ras-mediated FGF signaling is critical for the formation of posterior neural tissues but is
dispensable for neural induction. © 2000 Academic Presso
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bINTRODUCTION
The dorsal mesoderm, or organizer, is a source of induc-
ing and patterning signals that are critical for the normal
development of the Xenopus laevis nervous system (for
reviews see Harland and Gerhart, 1997; Streit and Stern,
1999; Harland, 2000). Prior to gastrulation, signals from the
organizer begin to influence the fate of the dorsal ectoderm,
the region of the embryo from which the nervous system
will develop. These signals are superimposed on early
b-catenin-based signals that bias the dorsal ectoderm to
neural fates (Baker et al., 1999). As gastrulation occurs, the
involuting organizer tissue comes into extensive contact
with the dorsal ectoderm and influences neural induction
and patterning.
Several molecules have been proposed to act in the
processes of neural induction and anterior–posterior (A-P)
patterning of the developing nervous system. The inductive
signal for neural tissue has been attributed mainly to bone
morphogenetic protein (BMP) antagonists expressed in the1 To whom correspondence should be addressed.
0012-1606/00 $35.00
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press
All rights of reproduction in any form reserved.rganizer, such as chordin, cerberus, follistatin, noggin, and
nr3 (Harland, 2000). These BMP antagonists induce ante-
ior types of neural tissue. Signals from the mesoderm then
pecify posterior fates and are proposed to include fibroblast
rowth factor (FGF), Wnts, and retinoids (reviewed in Blum-
erg et al., 1997; Kolm et al., 1997; McGrew et al., 1997,
1999). In addition to its involvement in the induction of
posterior neural tissue, FGF has been suggested to be
essential for neural induction (Launay et al., 1996; Sasai et
al., 1996). However, conflicting results have made the
precise role of FGF in these early inductive events difficult
to evaluate. In this study we investigate the requirement for
FGF signaling in neural induction and patterning and ex-
pand the analysis to examine the role of Ras-mediated
signaling in general.
FGF plays two distinct roles in the development of the
early embryo. In Xenopus, FGF is able to induce mesoderm
in animal cap ectoderm (Kimelman and Kirschner, 1987;
Slack et al., 1987) and FGF signaling is required in the
embryo for formation of most of the mesoderm (Amaya et
al., 1991, 1993; Cornell and Kimelman, 1994; LaBonne and
Whitman, 1994; Kroll and Amaya, 1996). The competence
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184 Ribisi et al.of ectoderm to form mesoderm in response to FGF changes
at gastrulation, so that in gastrula-stage animal caps, pos-
terior neural tissue and not mesoderm is induced (Kengaku
and Okamoto, 1995; Lamb and Harland, 1995). FGF is also
able to repattern anterior neural tissue at the gastrula stage
(Cox and Hemmati-Brivanlou, 1995; Lamb and Harland,
1995). FGF is a likely candidate for a neural-inducing signal
arising from the posterior mesoderm, since it has posteri-
orizing activities and since fgf genes are expressed in the
osterior mesoderm in Xenopus embryos (Christen and
lack, 1997; Isaacs et al., 1998; Lombardo et al., 1998).
FGF may induce posterior neural tissue directly, posteri-
rize existing anterior neural tissue, or both. In the chick,
he implantation of FGF-soaked beads into the embryo
eads to the formation of ectopic posterior neural structures
Alvarez et al., 1998; Storey et al., 1998). In Xenopus, in
ddition to the ability of FGF to induce spinal cord markers
n ectoderm directly (Kengaku and Okamoto, 1995; Lamb
nd Harland, 1995), the insertion of FGF-soaked beads into
neurula-stage embryo leads to the deletion of anterior
tructures (Lombardo and Slack, 1998). FGF has also been
bserved to posteriorize anterior neural tissue. For example,
he BMP antagonist noggin induces the expression of Otx2,
n anterior marker, in animal caps (Lamb and Harland,
995). If animal caps are treated with both noggin and FGF,
he induction of midbrain- and hindbrain-specific markers
s also observed (Lamb and Harland, 1995). Thus, data
btained from studies in both Xenopus and chick embryos
uggest that FGF is present at the right time and place to
ediate the formation of posterior neural tissue and antago-
ize the formation of anterior neural tissue.
By expressing a truncated type-1 FGF receptor (XFD),
hich blocks FGF signaling, Amaya et al. (1991, 1993)
emonstrated that FGF signaling is required for mesoderm
evelopment in the embryo. The use of XFD has not,
owever, definitively established a role for FGF signaling in
eural induction or A-P neural patterning. In fact, several
tudies using XFD have obtained contradictory results.
aunay et al. (1996) reported that neural induction by
oggin or by the organizer does not occur if FGF signaling is
locked by XFD, suggesting that FGF signaling is required
or the induction of any neural tissue. Similarly, Sasai and
eRobertis found that animal caps expressing chordin
ormed endoderm instead of neural tissue, when XFD was
xpressed (Sasai et al., 1996). In addition, Barnett et al.
1998) found that dissected notochord tissue could induce
he expression of anterior neural markers in animal caps
nd that this induction was blocked by XFD. In contrast to
hese findings, a number of groups have reported that the
bility of noggin to induce anterior neural tissue is XFD-
nsensitive (McGrew et al., 1997; Barnett et al., 1998).
The results of other studies have suggested that FGF
ignaling may be required for posterior neural induction in
he embryo. In the experiments of Holowacz and Sokol
1999), Keller explants derived from XFD-injected embryos
xpressed anterior but not posterior neural marker genes.
imilarly, in ectoderm expressing XFD that was recom-
v
L
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightined with dorsal mesoderm, the expression of posterior
eural markers was lost in favor of anterior neural markers
Holawacz and Sokol, 1999). Taken together these results
uggest that FGF signaling is critical for the induction of
osterior but not anterior neural tissue.
There are also data to support the conclusion that FGF
ignaling is completely unnecessary for the induction or
roper patterning of the developing nervous system in vivo.
roll and Amaya (1996) generated transgenic Xenopus em-
ryos that expressed XFD ubiquitously after the onset of
ygotic transcription and observed no disruption of neural
nduction or patterning, even though mesoderm differentia-
ion was blocked. However, because the transcripts from
he transgene reach peak levels late in gastrulation, meso-
erm may have been present transiently and may have been
ufficient to induce a range of neural tissues before its
urther maintenance was suppressed by lack of FGF signal-
ng. In similar experiments, in which the expression of
osterior neural markers was assayed in XFD transgenic
enopus embryos at earlier stages than in Kroll and Amaya
1996), it was determined that the initial specification of
osterior neural tissue requires FGF signaling. However,
ater expression of posterior markers did not require FGF
ignaling (Pownall et al., 1998).
The continuing uncertainty over the role of FGF signaling
uggests that it would be useful to adopt a parallel approach
o suppress FGF signaling. Indeed it has been suggested that
FD is an imperfect tool with which to examine the role of
GF-mediated neural induction and patterning. Hongo et
l. (1999) observed that the type 1 FGF receptor is not
aximally expressed in the gastrula or neurula and sug-
ested that XFD may not be blocking all FGF signaling at
he time that the nervous system is being induced and
atterned. Instead Hongo et al. used a truncated type 4a
eceptor, and this reagent was more effective than XFD in
nhibiting neuralization by dorsal marginal zone or by cell
issociation.
In this paper we use a dominant negative Ras to examine
he contribution of tyrosine kinase receptor signaling to
eural induction and patterning. The FGF family of ligands
ignals through receptor tyrosine kinases which transduce a
ignal in large part through the Ras pathway (Demo et al.,
994; Chevet et al., 1999). Members of the ras gene family
ncode small GTPases and are involved in signal transduc-
ion from a variety of cell surface receptors (for review see
ownward, 1992). Downstream of Ras are the mitogen-
ctivated protein kinases (MAPKs) that provide the main
ignaling route from Ras to the nucleus. Feig and Cooper
1988) identified a mutant form of Ras, N17Ras, that has a
uch higher affinity for GDP than GTP and that functions
s a dominant negative. N17Ras has been used to demon-
trate the importance of Ras-mediated signaling in meso-
erm induction and patterning in Xenopus (Whitman and
elton, 1992). Similarly, blocking MAPK activation pre-ents mesoderm induction (LaBonne and Whitman, 1994;
aBonne et al., 1995). This work suggests that mesoderm
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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185Ras-Mediated FGF Signaling in Xenopusinduction by FGF signaling may be mediated through Ras
and MAPK.
In Xenopus, McGrew et al. (1997) used N17Ras in Xeno-
pus embryos to argue that both Wnt and FGF signaling is
required for the generation of a complete A-P neural axis.
Indeed, the phosphorylation of MAP kinase occurs in the
embryonic territories in which neural induction and pat-
terning are taking place (Uzgare et al., 1998). In explant
assays, wounding leads to activation of MAP kinase (La-
Bonne and Whitman, 1997; Christen and Slack, 1999) and it
has been suggested that this wounding response may be
essential for neural induction by purified factors (Streit and
Stern, 1999). Thus, signaling mediated through the Ras–
MAP kinase pathway may be important for some aspects of
neural induction or A-P neural patterning in the embryo.
Here, we make use of both XFD and N17Ras to examine
the role of Ras-mediated FGF signaling in the processes of
neural induction and posteriorization. Using the animal cap
assay, we have examined the ability of various neural
inducing and patterning proteins to function in the absence
of either FGF signaling or Ras signaling. We have also
addressed whether these reagents inhibit the MAP kinase
activation that follows dissection. Although some of these
experiments overlap with previous work, the results from
earlier experiments have reached contradictory conclu-
sions, so further analysis is useful. In addition to experi-
ments with explants, we have asked whether signaling by
the FGF or Ras pathway is important in the context of
whole embryos by carrying out lineage tracing of injected
embryos, to ensure that we are addressing the fate of
prospective neural tissues in the context of normal meso-
derm. In addition, we have grafted manipulated ectoderm
into the neural territory of normal embryos to assess
whether signaling through FGF receptors or Ras is essential
for normal neural induction within the context of the
whole embryo. We have determined that Ras-mediated FGF
signaling is required for the formation of posterior, but not
anterior, neural tissue.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Synthesis of Synthetic mRNA
Capped synthetic mRNAs were transcribed using the mMessage
mMachine kit (Ambion, Inc.). Xenopus noggin and XBF2 (Mariani
nd Harland, 1998), mRNAs were made from CS2(1) vectors
inearized with NotI and transcribed by SP6 RNA polymerase. The
RNAs encoding the Xenopus dominant negative FGF receptor
nd the inactive FGF receptor (XFD and HAVf, respectively,
described in Amaya et al., 1991) as well as dominant negative Ras
and wild-type Ras (N17Ras and c-Ras, respectively) were made
from pSP64T (Krieg and Melton, 1984) vectors linearized with
EcoRI and transcribed by SP6 polymerase. Messenger RNA encod-
ing nuclear b-galactosidase was made from pSP6nucbGal (Smith
and Harland, 1992) linearized with XhoI and transcribed by SP6.
Messenger RNA encoding MAP kinase phosphatase was made from
the “X17C” clone in pSP64T, linearized with XbaI, transcribed
with SP6 polymerase (Umbhauer et al., 1995). Messenger RNA
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightencoding full-length XMeis3 was made from pCS107, linearized
with AscI and transcribed with SP6 polymerase.
Animal Cap Assays and RT-PCR
Xenopus embryos were generated and staged as described
(Nieuwkoop and Faber, 1967; Condie et al., 1990). For animal cap
assays the synthetic mRNAs were injected into the animal pole of
one-cell embryos at the following concentrations: noggin, 50 pg;
XBF2, 100 pg; neurogenin, 100 pg; nuclear b-galactosidase, 500 pg;
XMeis3, 1 ng; XFD, 1 ng; HAVf, 1 ng; N17Ras, 1 ng; c-Ras, 1 ng;
MAP kinase phosphatase (MKP), 4 ng. All injections were in
volumes of about 10 nl. Animal caps were removed at stages 8–9 by
conventional methods or with the Gastromaster (Xenotek Engi-
neering) using a 400-mm-wide tip (GYL-2), in 75% NAM (Peng,
991). Animal caps were cultured until harvesting at stage 25 in
5% NAM.
For RT-PCR, RNA was harvested from animal caps as described
Condie et al., 1990). Except for the data in Figs. 2B and 2C, which
mployed 18 animal caps per experiment, RNA was isolated from
0 animal caps for each experiment. Primer sets for EF1a, muscle
actin (MA), and NCAM as well as PCR conditions are described in
Wilson and Melton (1994). The primer sets for engrailed2 (en2),
otx2, krox20, and hoxB9 are described in Mariani and Harland
(1998). The primer set for hoxD1 is described in Kolm et al. (1997).
Protein Treatment of Gastrula-Age Animal Caps
Animal caps were removed at stage 9 and cultured in 3:1
calcium- and magnesium-free medium (Symes et al., 1988) to 75%
NAM to prevent the tissue from healing prior to protein treatment.
FGF and noggin protein treatments were applied at stage 10.25
(relative to stage control embryos). Noggin (recombinant human
noggin; Regeneron, Inc.) was delivered at 1 mg/ml and FGF (human
FGF; Upstate Biochemicals, Inc.) at 50 ng/ml in 75% NAM with
.5% protease-free BSA. The animal caps were cultured in the
rotein treatment medium until harvest at stage 25.
Whole-Mount in Situ Hybridization and Lineage
Tracing
In situ hybridizations were carried out by the method of Harland
(1991) with the modifications of Knecht and Harland (1997).
Boehringer Mannheim purple AP substrate (Roche, Inc.) was used
for all staining. Postfixation was in Bouin’s fixative overnight at
room temperature.
For lineage tracing, eight-cell embryos were injected in one of
the two dorsal animal blastomeres with 100 pg of nuclear
b-galactosidase mRNA and 200 pg of mRNA encoding N17Ras,
XFD, or c-Ras. Injected embryos were fixed for 1–2 h in MEMFA at
room temperature. The activity of the b-galactosidase enzyme was
then visualized essentially as described by Smith and Harland
(1991) with the modification that 6-chloro-3-indolyl-b-galactoside
(Red-Gal; Research Organics Inc.) was used in place of X-Gal in the
color reaction. Following staining, embryos were refixed in
MEMFA and whole-mount in situ hybridizations were done as
described above.
ImmunohistochemistryFor studies of embryonic wounding, animal caps were removed
at stage 9 with the Gastromaster and were fixed in MEMFA
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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186 Ribisi et al.immediately or at 5-min intervals up to 20 min after explantation.
Antibody staining was done essentially as described in Hemmati-
Brivanlou and Harland (1989). The adpERK-YT antibody (Sigma)
as used at 1:10,000 in PBT at 4°C overnight. The rabbit aFGFR
mAb (gift from T. Musci; Amaya et al., 1993) was used at 1:2000.
Incubation with the secondary antibody, a goat anti-mouse IgG–
HRP conjugate (Pharmingen), was done at 1:100 in PBT at 4°C
overnight. The colorimetric reaction was done in a 500-ml volume
of 1:1 PBT to 1 mg/ml DAB at 4°C in glass vials.
Neural Plate Grafts
Donor embryos were injected with 1 ng of mRNA encoding
N17Ras, XFD, or c-Ras and 25 ng of dextran conjugated to Texas red
(Molecular Probes, Inc.). Small molecular weight impurities were
removed from a 50 mg/ml stock of Texas red dextran by centrifuga-
tion using a Microcon3 filter for 1 h at 4°C at 12,000g until the volume
was reduced from 500 to 200 ml. The Texas red solution was adjusted
o a final concentration of 50 mg/ml in DEPC-treated water. Injected
mbryos were allowed to develop to stages 8–9 at which point an 800
y 1000-mm segment of the animal ectoderm was transplanted into
ne side of a stage 11.5 uninjected host embryo in place of the
resumptive neurectoderm (Fig. 7B). The surgical manipulations were
one in Steinberg’s medium. The resulting grafted embryos were
ultured in 33% MR with 100 mM gentamycin overnight at 15°C in
ndividual depressions made in a 2% agarose–water substrate. Follow-
ng 1–2 h fixation in MEMFA at room temperature, the grafted
mbryos were subjected to whole-mount in situ hybridization as
escribed. The location of the graft was determined after staining by
he fluorescence visible in the Texas red channel of a compound light
icroscope.
RESULTS
Dominant Negative Ras Blocks Neural Induction
and Patterning by FGF
In gastrula-age ectoderm, FGF can induce the expression of
posterior neural marker genes without inducing mesoderm-
specific markers; this has been demonstrated by the induction
by FGF of the spinal cord marker hoxB9 but not of the
esodermal marker muscle actin (Kengaku and Okamoto,
995; Lamb and Harland, 1995). Additionally, FGF has been
bserved to posteriorize the anterior neural tissue induced by
ther factors, such as noggin (Lamb and Harland, 1995). To
etermine if the neural induction and patterning activities of
GF are dependent on Ras signaling, animal caps expressing
17Ras were treated after the onset of gastrulation (stage
0.25) with bFGF protein alone or bFGF in combination with
oggin. In uninjected animal caps, bFGF induces the expres-
ion of the spinal cord and lateral plate mesoderm marker
oxB9 (Fig. 1A, lane 4) and in combination with noggin
nduces expression of the midbrain–hindbrain marker en2
Fig. 1A, lane 6). In the presence of N17Ras, however, FGF is
nable to induce the expression of either hoxB9 or, in con-
unction with noggin, en2 (Fig. 1A, lanes 8 and 10). These
esults indicate that the neural-inducing and -patterning ac-
ivities of FGF require Ras signaling and confirm that the
njection of 1 ng of N17Ras mRNA is sufficient to block the
ctivity of FGF in our assays.
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightNeither XFD nor N17Ras Affects Neural Induction
by Noggin or Neurogenin
To determine whether Ras signaling is required for neu-
FIG. 1. The ability of FGF to induce posterior neural tissue and to
posteriorize existing neural tissue is mediated through Ras, but
Ras-mediated FGF signaling is not required for anterior neural induc-
tion. (A) RT-PCR of animal caps treated with soluble noggin, bFGF, or
both in the presence or absence of N17Ras. Stage 25 whole-embryo
positive control (lane 1) and RT2 negative control (lane 2) were both
derived from total RNA isolated from a normal embryo. Animal caps
without N17Ras (lanes 3–6) and animal caps injected with 1 ng of
N17Ras mRNA (lanes 7–10) were subjected to RT-PCR for various
region-specific A-P neural markers. (B) RT-PCR of animal caps in-
jected with 100 pg of mRNA encoding Xenopus noggin (lane 4) or 100
pg noggin in combination with 1 ng of inactive FGF receptor mRNA
(HAVf, lane 5), 1 ng dominant negative FGF receptor (XFD, lane 6), 1
ng wild-type c-Ras (lane 7), or 1 ng dominant negative Ras (N17Ras,
lane 8). (C) RT-PCR of animal caps injected with 100 pg of mRNA
encoding Xenopus neurogenin (ngn) in combination with 1 ng XFD or
1 ng N17Ras mRNA. Uninjected animal caps (lane 3), neurogenin
alone (lane 4), neurogenin and XFD (lane 5), and neurogenin and
N17Ras (lane 6).ralization by noggin, the expression of neural marker genes
was examined in animal caps treated with noggin protein in
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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187Ras-Mediated FGF Signaling in Xenopusthe presence or absence of N17Ras. Caps were cut at stage
8–9 and treated when control embryos initiated gastrula-
tion. Noggin protein induces expression of both NCAM and
Otx2 in the uninjected control animal caps (Fig. 1A, lane 5)
and in animal caps that were injected with N17ras mRNA
(Fig. 1A, lane 9). Since N17Ras did not produce an effect on
the ability of noggin to induce anterior neural tissue in
animal caps, it was important to ensure that the mRNAs
used in our experiments were active. In addition to the
experiment presented above, which shows that N17Ras
blocks hoxB9 induction by FGF, we also allowed injected
control embryos to develop to stage 25 and examined them
for developmental defects. As has previously been reported
for XFD (Amaya et al., 1991, 1993) and for N17Ras (Whit-
man and Melton, 1992; LaBonne and Whitman, 1994),
injection into the marginal zones of one-cell embryos
produced defects in gastrulation, due to the failure of proper
mesodermal patterning (not shown). In our assays, neither
FIG. 2. Noggin does not require Ras-mediated FGF signaling to
animal caps explanted from uninjected embryos (A, E, I) and embr
pg noggin in combination with 1 ng XFD mRNA (C, G, K, N), or
Markers examined include (A–D) MyoD, (E–H) Nrp1, and (I–L) Otx
others.HAVf nor c-Ras produced this effect in embryos that had
een injected with up to 2 ng of mRNA.
(
a
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightIn order to verify that neuralization by noggin is insensi-
ive to N17Ras and to determine whether FGF signaling is
equired for the activity of noggin, animal caps were iso-
ated from embryos that had been injected with mRNAs
ncoding noggin and either XFD or N17Ras. These animal
aps were assayed either by RT-PCR or by whole-mount in
itu hybridization for the expression of region-specific A-P
eural markers. Noggin strongly induces the general neural
arkers NCAM assayed by RT-PCR (Fig. 1B, lane 4) and
rp-1 assayed by in situ (Fig. 2F). The ability of noggin to
nduce these general neural markers is unaffected in both
ssays by the presence of either XFD (Figs. 1B, lane 6, and
G) or N17Ras (Figs. 1B, lane 8, and 2H). The neural tissue
nduced by noggin is anterior in character as shown by the
xpression of the anterior marker gene Otx2 (Figs. 1B, lane
, and 2J). This induction was unaltered in the presence of
FD (Figs. 1B, lane 6, and 2K) or N17Ras (Figs. 1B, lane 8,
nd 2L). As expected, the nonfunctional type 1 FGF receptor
ce anterior neural tissue. Whole-mount in situ hybridizations of
jected with 100 pg Xenopus noggin mRNA alone (B, F, J, M), 100
g noggin in combination with 1 ng N17Ras mRNA (D, H, L, O).
E, and I are photographed at half the magnification relative to theindu
yos in
100 pHAVf) and wild-type c-Ras did not affect induction of the
nterior markers as shown by RT-PCR (HAVf, Fig. 1B, lane
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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188 Ribisi et al.5 and c-Ras, Fig. 1B, lane 7) or by in situ hybridization (data
not shown). Thus, we find that neither XFD nor N17Ras
affects neural induction by noggin protein or mRNA.
Noggin induces neural tissue by antagonizing BMP sig-
nals; it was therefore of interest to examine whether neu-
ralization by other mechanisms might be blocked by XFD
or N17Ras. Neurogenin is a bHLH transcription factor
identified based on its similarity to the proneural gene
NeuroD (Ma et al., 1996). Neurogenin normally acts to
romote neuronal differentiation after the neural plate has
een induced, but it can also induce neurons when ex-
ressed in naive ectoderm. In animal caps, 100 pg of
njected neurogenin mRNA induces the expression of the
eneral neural marker NCAM as well as NeuroD (Lee et al.,
995) (Fig. 1C, lane 4). This induction is unaffected in the
resence of either XFD (Fig. 1C, lane 5) or N17Ras (Fig. 1C,
ane 6). Thus neither the initial specification of anterior
eural tissue by noggin nor the induction of genes involved
n neuronal differentiation by neurogenin is affected by the
isruption of FGF or Ras signaling.
The Activation of the Embryonic Wounding
Response in Animal Caps Does Not Affect the
Induction of Anterior Neural Tissue by Noggin
In the embryo, active FGF signaling in tissues thought to
be involved in the induction and patterning of the nervous
system correlates with the phosphorylation of MAPK (Uz-
gare et al., 1998; Christen and Slack, 1999). The phosphor-
lation of MAPK, therefore, may be an important step in
he development of the nervous system (reviewed by Streit
nd Stern, 1999). It has been demonstrated that cutting
nimal caps leads to the rapid and transient phosphoryla-
ion of MAPK (LaBonne and Whitman, 1997). Christen and
lack (1999) have visualized the wound-induced phosphor-
lation of MAPK in intact embryos through the use of an
ntibody that recognizes the bisphosphorylated forms of
APK (adpERK-YT) and found that the phosphorylation of
ERK in response to eFGF was blocked by XFD. We have
used adpERK-YT to determine the timing and distribution
of MAPK phosphorylation due to dissection in animal caps.
Immediately after dissection, the phosphorylation of MAPK
in the animal cap tissue was not yet visible (Fig. 3A). By 5
min after dissection, however, MAPK phosphorylation was
already visible at the cut edges of the cap (Fig. 3B). Phos-
phorylation of MAPK increased rapidly, and by 10 min had
reached maximal levels (Fig. 3C). By 20 min after dissection
(Fig. 3D), the phosphorylation of MAPK was observed to
return to initial levels. To determine if the phosphorylation
of MAPK in response to dissection was blocked by N17Ras,
animal caps derived from N17Ras-injected embryos were
stained with the adpERK-YT antibody 10 min after dissec-
ion. Robust MAPK phosphorylation was observed in con-
rol animal caps derived from c-Ras-injected embryos (Fig.
E). In contrast, the injection of 1 ng of N17Ras inhibited
he phosphorylation of MAPK in animal caps (Fig. 3F).
hese data verify that the dissection of animal caps leads to
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All righthe rapid and transient phosphorylation of MAPK at the
ites of wounding but show that N17Ras, unlike XFD
Christen and Slack, 1999), is an effective reagent to block
he phosphorylation of ERK in response to wounding.
It has been proposed that the transient activation of
APK in response to embryological manipulation (the
mbryonic wounding response) could render it sensitive to
eural induction by BMP antagonists (LaBonne and Whit-
an, 1997; Streit and Stern, 1999). We therefore determined
he state of MAPK phosphorylation in animal caps that
ere injected with mRNA encoding noggin in combination
ith either XFD or N17Ras. ERK activation was observed
n animal caps derived from embryos injected with noggin
RNA alone (Fig. 3G) within 10–15 min after explantation.
he activation of MAPK in response to explantation was
naffected by XFD (Fig. 3H; Christen and Slack, 1999) but
as inhibited by N17Ras (Fig. 3I). Thus, the neural induc-
ion observed in animal caps coexpressing noggin and
17Ras occurs even when wound-induced MAP kinase
hosphorylation is inhibited. This indicates that the neural
nduction that occurs in response to BMP antagonists does
ot require elevated MAP kinase phosphorylation. There-
ore the conclusion that neural induction by noggin and
ther BMP antagonists is a direct induction (Lamb and
arland, 1995; Sasai et al., 1995) is supported by these
bservations.
Ras-Mediated FGF Signaling Is Required for the
Induction of Posterior Neural Tissues by XBF2 and
XMeis3
Since N17Ras and XFD block the ability of FGF to induce
posterior neural tissue or posteriorize existing neural tissue,
we examined their effects on other posterior neural-
inducing factors. Xenopus brain factor 2 (XBF2) induces a
full range of A-P neural markers in the animal cap assay
(Mariani and Harland, 1998). Animal caps derived from
embryos injected with mRNA encoding either XBF2 alone
or XBF2 in combination with XFD or N17Ras were assayed
by RT-PCR. XBF2 induces the expression of the forebrain
marker Otx2, as well as the posterior markers En2 and
hoxB9 (Fig. 4A, lane 3). The induction of Otx2 by XBF2 is
naffected by either XFD (Fig. 4A, lane 4) or N17Ras (Fig.
A, lane 5). However, En2 or hoxB9 expression is inhibited
in the presence of XFD (Fig. 4A, lane 4) or N17Ras (Fig. 4A,
lane 5). Thus, induction of posterior neural tissue by XBF2
requires Ras-mediated FGF signaling, but induction of an-
terior tissue does not.
XMeis3 is a Xenopus homolog of the Drosophila homo-
thorax gene that induces the expression of posterior neural
markers in animal caps (Salzberg et al., 1999). Animal caps
derived from embryos injected with XMeis3 mRNA express
the posterior neural markers Krox20, hoxB9, and HoxD1
(Figs. 4B, lane 3, and 4C, lane 3). The induction by XMeis3
of all three posterior neural marker genes is abolished in
animal caps derived from embryos co-injected with mRNA
encoding N17Ras (Fig. 4B, lane 5). This finding was further
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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189Ras-Mediated FGF Signaling in Xenopusverified by suppressing MAPK-mediated signaling using
MKP. This approach has previously been used to determine
that mesoderm induction by FGF requires the activation of
MAPK (Umbhauer et al., 1995). The use of MKP results in
a marked reduction of the expression levels of all of the
posterior neural markers examined in animal caps in which
XMeis3 and MKP are coexpressed (Fig. 4C, compare lane 3
to lane 5). These results indicate that signaling through Ras
and MAPK is important for the induction of posterior
neural tissue by XMeis3. Taken together, the XBF2 and
XMeis3 results support the idea that FGF signaling medi-
ated by Ras and MAPK may provide an important mecha-
FIG. 3. N17Ras blocks the activation of the embryonic woundin
against the bisphosphorylated forms of MAPK (ERK1 and ERK2,
wounding response in explanted animal caps. The phosphorylation
embryos at (A) 1, (B) 5, (C) 10, and (D) 20 min after explantation. M
at the edges of the tissue. The phosphorylation of MAPK is largely
response is not prevented by 1 ng of c-Ras mRNA (E), but is block
injected with 100 pg of Xenopus noggin mRNA alone (G), in com
17Ras mRNA (I). The phosphorylation of MAPK in response to th
r noggin in combination with XFD but not when noggin is co-inje
fter explantation.nism for the specification of posterior neural tissue in the
embryo.
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightLineage Analysis and Neural Plate Grafts Reveal a
Role for Ras-Mediated FGF Signaling in
Posteriorization but Not Anterior Neural Induction
in the Embryo
Using the in vitro animal cap assay, we have found that
Ras-mediated FGF signaling is required for the induction of
posterior but not anterior neural tissues. However, it is
conceivable that the array of signals found in the embryo
may differ from those in the animal cap. To determine if
Ras-mediated FGF signaling is required in vivo for proper
A-P neural patterning, we employed two different tech-
niques to introduce cells expressing N17Ras or XFD spe-
onse in animal caps. A commercially available antibody directed
Materials and Methods) reveals the activation of the embryonic
APK is visualized in animal caps derived from uninjected control
phosphorylation is maximal at 10 min and is visible in the cells
rsed by 20 min after explantation. The activation of the wounding
y 1 ng of N17Ras mRNA (F). Animal caps derived from embryos
ion with 1 ng of XFD mRNA (H), or in combination with 1 ng of
moval of the animal caps is visible in the presence of noggin alone
with N17Ras. The animal caps pictured in E–I were fixed 10 ming resp
see
of M
APK
reve
ed b
binat
e re
ctedcifically into the developing nervous system, while at-
tempting to avoid introducing the reagents into the
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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190 Ribisi et al.mesodermal territory, where they may interfere with the
production of neural-inducing signals. Lineage-tracing anal-
ysis was used to determine if the presence of N17Ras
within the cells of the neural plate interferes with the
expression of the neural marker Sox2. We injected mRNA
ncoding N17Ras or XFD in combination with mRNA
ncoding b-galactosidase (used as a lineage tracer) into one
lastomere of the eight-cell embryo to target their expres-
ion to the developing neural plate. Cells expressing XFD or
17Ras located in the anterior neural plate rarely exhibit a
isruption of Sox2 expression (XFD, Fig. 5B and N17Ras,
ig. 5E). However, in embryos in which cells expressing
ither XFD or N17Ras were located in the posterior neural
late, expression of Sox2 is often disrupted (XFD, Fig. 5C
nd N17Ras, Fig. 5F). Control embryos in which c-Ras-
xpressing cells were targeted to the neural plate do not
xhibit any anterior or posterior disruption of Sox2 staining
Fig. 5D). XFD or N17Ras significantly disrupted Sox2
xpression in the posterior neural plate compared to the
-Ras control embryos. In contrast, there is no difference
etween the c-Ras control and the experimental embryos
hen the lineage tracer is present in the anterior neural
late (Table 1). Thus, cells of the posterior neural plate in
hich either FGF or Ras signaling is blocked do not adopt a
eural fate. It is also possible that such cells do initially
FIG. 4. Induction of posterior neural tissue by XBF2 and XMei
NCAM, Engrailed 2 (En2), hoxB9, HoxD, Krox20, muscle actin (MA
ith XBF2 in combination with either XFD or N17Ras. RT-PCR w
hole-embryo positive control (lane 1), RT2 negative control (lan
ith 1 ng XFD mRNA (lane 4), or 100 pg XBF2 mRNA in combinatio
ith mRNA encoding XMeis3 in combination with N17Ras. RNA
ositive control (lane 1), uninjected animal caps (lane 2), 1 ng XMeis
ith 1 ng N17Ras (lane 5), and RT2 negative control (lane 6). (C
ombination with MAP kinase phosphatase (MKP). RNA was isola
ontrol (lane 1), uninjected animal caps (lane 2), 1 ng XMeis3 (lane
), and RT2 negative control (lane 6).dopt a neural fate but subsequently fail to maintain the
xpression of neural-specific genes when Ras-mediated FGF
h
c
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightignaling is disrupted. We also find that extensive popula-
ion of the posterior ectoderm by XFD or N17Ras leads to
astrulation defects, even though lineage tracer is not
resent in the underlying mesoderm.
Due to the distribution of posterior neural tissues and
osterior mesoderm during cleavage, it is difficult to avoid
ntroducing injected mRNA into prospective mesoderm
hile achieving expression in the posterior neural territo-
ies (see 32-cell fate map in Dale and Slack, 1987; Moody,
987). Although we selected embryos with exclusively
ctodermal expression of lineage tracer for analysis, these
re a small subset of the total number injected. To target
xpression efficiently and exclusively to ectoderm, we
rafted manipulated neural plate ectoderm onto normal
esoderm. Ectoderm from donor embryos injected with
-Ras, XFD, or N17Ras mRNAs was grafted into an unin-
ected host embryo (see Materials and Methods). Grafts
erived from c-Ras-injected embryos express the neural
arker Sox2 normally within the grafted tissue as well as in
he adjacent host tissue (compare Figs. 6F and 6G). This
bservation indicates that the transplanted tissue is receiv-
ng the proper endogenous neural-inducing signals from the
ost embryo. Also, it indicates that transplantation of
ctoderm into the presumptive neural plate of the host
mbryo does not interfere with the proper induction of the
quires Ras-mediated FGF signaling. Markers used include Otx2,
d EF1a as a control for loading. (A) RT-PCR of animal caps injected
one on RNA isolated from 10 animal caps per condition. Stage 25
100 pg XBF2 mRNA (lane 3), 100 pg XBF2 mRNA in combination
th 1 ng N17Ras mRNA (lane 5). (B) RT-PCR of animal caps injected
solated from 18 animal caps per condition. Stage 20 whole-embryo
ne (lane 3), 1 ng N17Ras alone (lane 4), 1 ng XMeis3 in combination
-PCR of animal caps injected with mRNA encoding XMeis3 in
om 18 animal caps per condition. Stage 20 whole-embryo positive
ng MKP (lane 4), 1 ng XMeis3 in combination with 4 ng MKP (lanes3 re
), an
as d
e 2),
n wi
was i
3 alo
) RT
ted frost’s remaining native neural tissue. In contrast to the
ontrols, profound effects are observed in the XFD or
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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191Ras-Mediated FGF Signaling in XenopusN17Ras grafts. Grafts derived from donors injected with
either XFD (Figs. 6H and 6I) or N17Ras mRNA (Figs. 6J and
6K) show disruptions of Sox2 expression in the posterior but
not the anterior portion of the neural plate.
Although it is clear that large numbers of cells expressing
XFD or N17Ras could not contribute to posterior struc-
tures, it sometimes appeared that a few grafted cells re-
mained in a posterior position. In order to test the potential
of isolated cells that are unresponsive to FGF signaling to
contribute to various tissues, embryos at the 32- to 64-cell
stage were injected into animal pole blastomeres with XFD
or control (d50, a nonfunctional receptor) mRNA. Embryos
were selected for normal gastrulation movements prior to
staining for the FGF receptor. The few cells expressing XFD
were detected by immunohistochemistry and scored for
their location in mesodermal and neural derivatives. Cells
expressing the control d50 mRNA contributed to both
neural and mesodermal tissues. Cells that expressed XFD
never contributed to mesodermal tissues as would be ex-
pected. However, a few cells contributed to the spinal cord
(Fig. 6L) and appeared morphologically normal. The small
FIG. 5. Disruption of Ras-mediated FGF signaling affects the exp
tain (red) in the neural plates of embryos stained for Sox2 expres
hich the normal expression domain of Sox2 is visible. Embryos in
E, F). If XFD (B) or N17Ras (E) injected mRNAs are expressed in th
eural marker Sox2 is unaffected compared to the control of c-Ra
osterior portion of the neural plate, disruptions of Sox2 staining
pward. Arrows indicate loss of Sox2 expression in the posterior nnumber of spinal cord cells is in part due to the selection for
normal gastrulation movements and because the spinal
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightord is derived from disparate regions of the early blastula
Dale and Slack, 1987; Moody, 1987). Thus isolated cells,
hich are expressing large amounts of XFD and are presum-
bly therefore inhibited for FGF signaling, behave differ-
ntly from large groups of cells in which FGF signaling is
locked.
DISCUSSION
In the animal cap assay, we have determined that noggin,
neurogenin, and XBF2 do not require Ras function to induce
expression of neural marker genes in the presence of
amounts of N17Ras sufficient to block the activity of FGF
(Figs. 1, 2, and 4). In contrast, the posterior neural identities
established by XBF2 and XMeis3 require Ras signaling (Fig.
4). In whole-embryo studies, cells located in the anterior
neural plate are neuralized when Ras signaling is disrupted,
whereas cells located in the posterior neural plate are not
(Figs. 5 and 6). In the animal cap assay as well as in our
lineage tracing and neural plate grafting experiments, the
on of Sox2 in the posterior neural plate. b-Galactosidase activity
(blue) by in situ hybridization. (A) Uninjected control embryo in
d with lacZ mRNA in addition to XFD (B, C), c-Ras (D), or N17Ras
erior portion of the neural plate then the expression of the general
However, if XFD (C) or N17Ras (F) mRNAs are expressed in the
lt. All embryos are oriented with the anterior neural plate facing
l plate.ressi
sion
jecte
e ant
s (D).use of the truncated type-1 FGF receptor (XFD) produced
results similar to those obtained with N17Ras. We con-
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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192 Ribisi et al.clude that in the embryo, Ras-mediated FGF signaling is
required in the specification of posterior but not anterior
neural tissue.
Previous experiments examining the requirements for
FGF signaling in neural induction have produced conflict-
ing conclusions. There have been several variables which
could account for some of these discrepancies, including
the timing of application of the neural-inducing signal, the
timing of expression of the dominant negative reagent (from
injected mRNA or transgenic DNA), the variable distribu-
tion of injected mRNA in either the prospective neural
plate or the signaling mesoderm, and whether neural induc-
tion is examined in explants or whole embryos. Below we
review some of the variables and attempt to reconcile some
of the observations.
Anterior Neural Induction Does Not Require Ras
Signaling
The results of our study strongly support the hypothesis
that FGF and Ras signaling is not required for the induction
of anterior neural tissues. This is in agreement with the
finding that disrupting FGF signaling in the embryo with
XFD, which produces profound defects of posterior meso-
TABLE 1
Numbers of Lineage-Traced Embryos with Observed b-
Galactosidase Activity in the Anterior or Posterior Regions of
the Neural Plate
Anterior Posterior
sox21 sox22 sox21 sox22
c-Ras 1 lacZ 21 1 21 4
XFD 1 lacZ 26 1 8 17
N17Ras 1 lacZ 36 2 6 19
Note. Embryos were injected with mRNA encoding
b-galactosidase (used as a lineage tracer) and c-Ras, XFD, or
N17Ras. Embryos were selected based on the presence of lineage
tracer exclusively in the neural plate, with no visible lineage tracer
present in the deeper mesodermal tissues. Embryos that exhibited
very severe defects of gastrulation were not included in this
analysis. Initially, about 500 embryos were injected with either
c-Ras or XFD to generate the embryos for this experiment. In
contrast, more than 1000 embryos injected with RNA encoding
N17Ras were screened to yield the embryos quantified. Embryos
exhibiting b-galactosidase activity in the anterior one-third or
posterior two-thirds of the neural plate were assessed for expression
of the general neural marker Sox2. Sox2 expression was assessed as
present (Sox21) or absent/severely diminished (Sox22). Compared
to c-Ras controls, XFD and N17Ras were not significantly different
in the anterior (P 5 0.51 and 0.45, respectively) but were signifi-
cantly different in the posterior (P , 0.0005 and , 0.00005,
respectively). P values were calculated using Fisher’s exact test.dermal patterning, does not affect the formation of anterior
structures, including the brain (Amaya et al., 1991, 1993). In
o
t
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All righthose initial studies, mRNA was introduced into the mar-
inal zone, so it may not have been distributed to the
nterior neural plate. Here we have used lineage tracing to
erify the distribution of the reagent, and our results
upport the conclusions of Amaya and colleagues. Other
bservations have supported this conclusion. Keller ex-
lants in which FGF signaling is blocked using XFD still
xpressed anterior neural markers (Holowacz and Sokol,
998). When XFD was introduced into the developing
nterior neural plate by targeted injection into early blas-
ulae, no disruption of anterior neural markers was ob-
erved (Kroll and Amaya, 1996; Holowacz and Sokol, 1998).
ransgenic Xenopus embryos expressing XFD under the
ontrol of the CMV promoter did not exhibit defects of
nterior neural structures (Kroll and Amaya, 1996; Pownall
t al., 1998).
Previous results have suggested that the formation of
nterior neural structures in the embryo requires FGF
ignaling (Launay et al., 1996; Sasai et al., 1996; Hongo et
l., 1999). Launay et al. (1996) found that neural induction
y noggin or by the organizer requires functional FGF
ignaling. However, in that study noggin-injected animal
aps were observed to elongate substantially, often an
ndication that mesoderm is present. Thus it is possible
hat under those conditions, neural induction required
ome signaling from mesoderm, and blocking formation of
his mesoderm with XFD reduced neural-inducing signals
o subthreshold levels. It was also observed that chordin,
hich neuralizes animal caps, increases the expression of
ndodermal but not neural markers when FGF signaling
as blocked using XFD (Sasai et al., 1996). In contrast to
hese results, we have found in multiple trials and under
ultiple conditions that animal caps derived from embryos
njected with noggin mRNA or treated at gastrula stages
ith noggin protein continue to express the general neural
arkers Nrp-1 and NCAM as well as the anterior neural
arker Otx2 in the presence of either XFD or N17Ras. This
oggin-induced neuralization occurs in the absence of me-
oderm, as evidenced by the lack of elongation of the
nimal cap tissue as well as by the absence of expression of
esodermal markers (Fig. 3). Hongo et al. (1999) expressed
n XFD-like truncation of the FGF receptor type 4a to block
GF signaling during the time of neural induction and
atterning. This approach resulted in disruptions of anterior
eural structures in whole embryos.
Launay et al. (1996) observed two modes of noggin-
ediated neural induction: early induction of the most
nterior neurectoderm by noggin preceding the onset of
ygotic transcription, followed by neural induction by nog-
in during the time of gastrulation. These studies employed
he microinjection of either noggin mRNA or linearized
lasmid containing noggin under the control of the cy-
oskeletal actin promoter (CSKA.noggin) into the animal
ole of early embryos. While noggin mRNA is presumably
ranslated shortly after injection, CSKA.noggin is expressed
nly after the onset of zygotic transcription. The activity of
he noggin mRNA was found to be XFD insensitive while
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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193Ras-Mediated FGF Signaling in Xenopusthe late activity of CSKA.noggin was dependent on FGF
signaling. In agreement with Launay et al., neural induction
after injection of noggin mRNA was also observed to be
FIG. 6. Grafted neural plates expressing XFD or N17Ras exhibi
illustrating the neural plate graft technique. (B) A photo of a graft-re
darkly pigmented ectodermal graft is visible on one side of the host
of RNA encoding nuclear b-galactosidase was injected into the anim
ndicate the distribution of injected RNA in whole donor embryos
b-Galactosidase activity is visible throughout the animal pole of t
H, J) The location of grafted tissue is revealed by the fluorescence o
F, G) c-Ras-expressing graft in which the expression of Sox2 is no
hich the expression of Sox2 is disrupted in the posterior but notunaffected by XFD (Barnett et al., 1998; McGrew et al.,
997) or N17Ras (McGrew et al., 1997). Our results support
b
d
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All righthe findings that neuralization of animal caps after injec-
ion of noggin mRNA is unaffected by either XFD or
17Ras and extend these findings to include neuralization
ruption of posterior neural patterning. (A) A schematic diagram
nt embryo shortly after the grafted tissue has healed in place. The
ryo, near the dorsal blastopore lip which is oriented up. (C–E) 1 ng
ole of one-cell embryos. b-Galactosidase activity (red) was used to
mbryos after grafts have been removed (D), and isolated grafts (E).
nor embryos and is clearly visible throughout the entire graft. (F,
Texas red dextran. (G, I, K) Sox2 expression in the same embryos.
. (H, I) XFD-expressing graft and (J, K) N17Ras-expressing graft in
rior neural plate. (L) Cell expressing XFD in the spinal cord.t dis
cipie
emb
al p
(C), e
he do
f they neurogenin and XBF2. The XBF2 result highlights the
ifference between anterior and posterior signaling, since
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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194 Ribisi et al.the expression of anterior neural marker genes is unaffected
while the induction of posterior neural marker genes is
prevented by inhibition of FGF or Ras signaling. The same
result is obtained if noggin protein is applied to gastrula-age
(stage 10.25) animal cap ectoderm, a more precisely con-
trolled addition of noggin than is possible using injected
DNA. If animal caps removed from embryos injected with
mRNA encoding N17Ras or XFD are aged to stage 10.25 in
culture and then treated with noggin protein, the induction
of the markers Otx2 and NCAM is still observed. This
result suggests that even the late activity of noggin during
the time of gastrulation is independent of Ras-mediated
FGF signaling.
Using N17Ras and XFD, we have determined that there is
no requirement for FGF or Ras signaling in the induction of
anterior neural tissue in vitro. The ability of notochord to
nduce the expression of anterior neural marker genes in
nimal cap ectoderm is partially XFD sensitive (Barnett et
l., 1998). Whether this finding means that FGF signaling
lays some role in anterior neural induction in the embryo
s unclear. The observed ability of the notochord to induce
nterior neural tissue was attributed to eFGF. However,
FGF-treated animal caps older than stage 10.25 do not
xpress anterior neural marker genes (Harland and Lamb,
995; Kengaku and Okamoto, 1995). Results from another
tudy using embryonic explants argues against a require-
ent for FGF signaling in the development of anterior
eural structures. The expression of anterior neural mark-
rs in Keller explants was found to be insensitive to XFD
Holowacz and Sokol, 1998). The insertion of FGF-soaked
eads into the anterior regions of Xenopus embryos leads to
he disruption of anterior neural structures (Pownall et al.,
996; Lombardo and Slack, 1998), indicating that FGF
ignaling antagonizes the formation of anterior neural
tructures and therefore is unlikely to be required for the
nduction of anterior neural tissue. In support of this, the
hole-embryo assays we have employed demonstrate that
he formation of anterior neural structures in the embryo is
uantitatively unaffected by the disruption of FGF signaling
y XFD or the disruption of Ras signaling by N17Ras. Cells
f the anterior neural plate containing either N17Ras or
FD were observed to express the general neural marker
ox2. We conclude that in the embryo Ras-mediated FGF
ignaling is not required for the induction of anterior neural
issue.
The Role of MAP Kinase Activation Due to
Dissection
Uzgare et al. (1998) have determined that within the
embryo MAPK is activated in the presumptive neural
territories, suggesting that the activation of MAPK may
contribute to neural induction. In explant assays, MAPK is
activated (LaBonne and Whitman, 1997; Christen and
Slack, 1999) and thus could provide a permissive signal for
neural induction as suggested by Streit and Stern (1999).
XFD does not block this activation (Christen and Slack,
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All right999), so that any induction of neural markers in explants
ould be claimed to require the MAP kinase cascade.
owever, N17Ras does inhibit MAPK activation (Fig. 3), so
he neuralization by noggin and other agents in the pres-
nce of N17Ras argues that MAPK activation is not a
rucial factor in neuralization.
Posterior Neural Induction by FGF Requires Ras
Signaling
The results of several experiments indicate that FGF
signaling can be sufficient to induce posterior, but not
anterior neural tissues. Posterior mesoderm tissue induces
midbrain and hindbrain fates from prospective forebrain, an
activity that is mimicked in explant culture by bFGF (Cox
and Hemmati-Brivanlou, 1995). Treatment of animal cap
ectoderm of early gastrula age (stage 10.25) with bFGF
protein induces the expression of the spinal cord marker
hoxB9 (Lamb and Harland, 1995; Kengaku and Okamoto,
1995). Late gastrula-age (stage 11) animal cap ectoderm
treated with bFGF expresses the midbrain and hindbrain
marker genes en2 and krox20 in addition to hoxB9, and the
forebrain marker otx2 is not induced (Lamb and Harland,
1995). The combination of somite tissue with animal caps
of gastrula age (stage 10.5) induces the expression of
hindbrain-specific genes and low levels of spinal cord-
specific genes in the animal cap tissue and this induction is
partially sensitive to XFD (Barnett et al., 1998). Keller
explants faithfully recapitulate the A-P distribution of neu-
ral markers observed in the whole embryo (Doniach et al.,
1992) and blocking FGF signaling using XFD eliminates
posterior neural development in Keller explants (Holowacz
and Sokol, 1999). The claim that FGF signaling is required
for the formation of posterior neural tissue is supported by
the results of our explant assays. We observed that the
induction of posterior neural markers requires FGF and Ras
signaling. Animal caps do not express posterior neural
markers in response to either XBF2 or XMeis3 when either
FGF or Ras signaling is blocked. In addition, when MAPK
activation was directly inhibited by MAP kinase phospha-
tase, the ability of XMeis3 to induce the expression of
posterior neural markers was greatly curtailed (Fig. 4).
The one exception to the observation that disruption of
FGF signaling inhibits posterior neural tissue formation
was the observation that single isolated cells that are
expressing the truncated FGF receptor are able to populate
the spinal cord. Because of the immunohistochemical stain-
ing, we were unable to determine whether these cells were
expressing hoxB9. However, the cells were morphologically
normal for spinal cord cells. This suggests that the inability
of larger groups of cells that express XFD or N17Ras to
contribute to posterior structures depends in part on a
“community effect.”
During the time of neural induction and patterning, FGFs
are expressed in the posterior mesoderm and posterior
neurectoderm, placing these proteins in the appropriate
embryonic tissues to be responsible for the formation of the
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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195Ras-Mediated FGF Signaling in Xenopusposterior nervous system (Isaacs et al., 1992; Tannahill et
al., 1992). Xcad3, a Xenopus homolog of the Drosophila
audal gene, is an immediate early target of FGF signaling.
epressing the activity of Xcad3 in the embryo results in
he loss of Hox gene expression and defects in posterior
eural development, further indicating that FGF signaling
ay be critical for the formation of posterior neural tissues
Isaacs et al., 1998). In the chick, it has been observed that
eads soaked in FGF and applied to the developing embryo
an induce posterior neural tissue (Alvarez et al., 1998;
torey et al., 1998). The precise A-P character of the ectopic
eural tissue induced by FGF depended on the type and
oncentration of FGF used in each study. However, there is
greement that FGF cannot induce forebrain markers (Otx2
n Xenopus, BF1 in chick), but that FGF can induce markers
hat are indicative of midbrain, hindbrain, and spinal cord.
t least one experiment in Xenopus suggests that FGF may
ot be required for proper neural patterning in the embryo.
ransgenic Xenopus embryos expressing XFD under the
ontrol of the CMV promoter exhibited profound defects in
esodermal patterning, yet were not deficient for the
xpression of A-P regional neural markers (Kroll and
maya, 1996). The transgene, however, was expressed only
fter the onset of zygotic transcription during the late
lastula stages. It is possible that mesoderm present before
his time was responsible for the observed neural pattern-
ng. Contrary to the transgenic result, our findings suggest
hat the induction of posterior neural tissue in the embryo
equires FGF signals and may be mediated by Ras (Figs. 5
nd 6). In whole embryos, N17Ras or XFD prevents the
ormation of posterior neural structures as evidenced by the
oss of Sox2 expression in the posterior neural plate. In
hese experiments, lineage tracing or grafting techniques
nsured that only the prospective neural tissue contained
he inhibitory reagent, so we can exclude the possibility
hat the effects are indirect results of interfering with
esodermal development. We therefore conclude that FGF
ignaling, mediated through Ras, provides an essential
ignal for generation of posterior neural tissues.
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